Chapter 4 – Analysis of Particulate Matter Pollutants Biological Mechanism of Action.

The pollutants toxic activity and the verified concentration in the particulate matter, as shown in the previous chapter
had to be correlated with the emerging study of their biological mechanisms of action, in order to comprehend and
prevent their effects.
To define the analysis protocol Bisphenol A was used as a case of study because of its known toxic effect reported in
literature [62, 63, 65-70, 72, 75-77, 79, 80, 108-110]. It is known that BPA interferes with the endocrine system,
interacting with some nuclear receptors like the α and β estrogen receptors and androgen receptor [68]. The data of
experiments in vivo and in vitro concerning the BPA related diseases of the cardiovascular system; diabetes; breast and
prostate carcinoma, is numerous. This progress in knowledge is directed on the newest effect of the xenobiotic, but the
biological mechanism of action remains unknown and the protein involved in the BPA interaction. Our analysis
protocol is based on the molecular docking for the identification of the possible target proteins involved; for the study of
their interaction properties and bonding affinities.

4.1 Molecular Docking [118-121].
This study uses two main approaches: a Direct and an Inverse Docking Procedure. The Direct Docking explores
punctually the conformation of binding of a protein target and a ligand, while Inverse Docking is an automated
identification of potential protein targets of a small molecule (such as Xenobiotics, Drugs, Natural Products).
For Inverse Docking the Dock Program was used, for Direct Docking, the Autodock Program was used.
Dock Program is a matching method while Autodock is a docking simulation method. In fact, the first creates a model of
the active site, and then attempts to dock a given inhibitor structure into this rigid body by matching its geometry: for
this reason it is efficient to screen entire chemical ligand and target proteins database rapidly. The second model docks a
ligand to a target in greater detail: the ligand begins randomly outside the protein, and explores the conformational
active site in order to define its binding mode translations, orientations and conformations. These techniques, for which
AutoDock is the most successful, are slower but allow flexibility within the ligand to be modelled and can utilize more
detailed molecular mechanism to calculate the energy of the ligand in the context of the active site.
AutoDock was created from the Scripps Research Institute to generate a free software that could be installed on any
platform that includes a cluster in order to obtain high performances solutions. Many compared results have been
reported in literature on the performance of this program even for the enzymes class considered. The accuracy was
tested comparing the algorithms coming from different software packaging: in particular it was reported that in 46% of
the cases the RMSD are lower than 2 Å [111, 112]. The RMSD of docking of a protein-ligand complex (called DA) was
defined as:

DA = fRMSD≤2 + 0,5(fRMSD≤3 - fRMSD≤2)
Where fRMSD≤a `is the fraction of docking conformations obtained with RMSD≤a Å, Autodock has obtained a mean
accuracy of 0.47Å. The DA definition is equivalent to the mean percentage of conformations with an RMSD ≤ 2 Å
and 3 Å.
To launch a docking simulation it is necessary to model the protein target and choose the root and the torsions for the
ligand. Then it is necessary to create the Grid Box and the maps files with the Autogrid program. With this Autotools
program the molecule is positioned in a 3D grid of 0.375Å points (as default) far from each other, ¼ of a C-C bond. The
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region limited from the grid defined the molecule portion of ligand interaction. On each grid point a potential ligand
atom is located that has a particular interaction energy with the protein. So it possible to build an affinity map for each
atom type of the ligand and an electrostatic grid. The configuration and electrostatic energy are obtained with the
interpolation of the affinity values of a single cell.
Autodock uses Genetic Algorithms (GA), based on the natural genetics and biological evolution: the ligand’s state
variables (translation, orientation, conformation of the ligand respect the protein), correspond to a gene; the ligand’s
state to a genotype; the atomic coordinates to a phenotype.
Another important parameter of docking is the fitness: the total interaction energy of the ligand with the protein,
evaluated using the energy function. So the generation selection (GA) is based on the individual’s fitness. If the global
search uses genetic algorithm GA, the local search, i.e. the method used to perform energy minimization, is adaptive:
the torsional space search is adjusted step by step upon recent history of energies. The GA method with the adaptive LS
method forms the so called Lamarkian genetic algorithm (LGA). A good description of the method adopted is shown in
fig.78 that illustrates genotypic and phenotypic search, and compares Darwinian and Lamarckian search.

Fig.78 - Genotypic and phenotypic search and
compared Darwinian and Lamarckian search. The
space of the genotypes is represented by the lower
horizontal line and the space of phenotypes by the
upper line. The fitness function is f(x). The result of
applying the genotype mutation operator to the parent’s
genotype

(on

the

right-hand

side),

has

the

corresponding phenotype shown. Local search (on the
left-hand), is performed in phenotypic space and
employs information about f(x). The local search is
performed by continuously converting from the
genotype to the phenotype. The genotype of the parent
is replaced by the resulting genotype, in accordance
with Lamarckian principles.

The genetic algorithm iterates over generations until one of the termination criteria is met. At the end, the fitness (the
docked energy), the state variables, the coordinates of the conformations and the estimated energy of binding, were
reported.
AutoDock4.0 has a free-energy scoring function that is based on a linear regression analysis, the AMBER force field,
and an even larger set of diverse protein-ligand complexes with known inhibition constants than those used in
AutoDock3.0.
The scoring method has two purposes: to detect the correct binding conformation and to estimate the binding affinities
of the candidate molecules. The scoring methods used are based on force field calculations, empirical scoring functions,
knowledge-based potential of mean force or finally the consensus scoring (evaluation of the best docked conformer
with multiple scoring functions).
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The best model was cross-validated with a separate set of HIV-1 protease complexes, and it was confirmed that the
standard error is around 2.5 kcal/mol. This is enough to discriminate between leads with milli-, micro- and nano-molar
inhibition constants. The Amber model (force field model), employs the interaction energy of a molecular system with
terms for dispersion/repulsion; hydrogen bonding; electrostatics and deviation from ideal bond lengths and bond angles.
This model requires considerable computer time and tends to perform less well in ranking the binding free energies of
compounds that differ by more than a few atoms: an empirical relationship is needed between molecular structure and
binding free energy that reproduces observed binding constants, adding entropic terms to the molecular mechanics
equations:

∆G = ∆Gvdw+∆Ghbond+∆Gelec+∆Gconform+∆Gtor+∆Gsol
Where the first four terms are the typical molecular mechanics terms for dispersion/repulsion, hydrogen bonding,
electrostatics and deviations from covalent geometry. The latter term includes the restriction of internal rotors and
global rotation and translation, the desolvation and the hydrophobic effect (solvent entropy changes at solute – solvent
interfaces). It is also the most challenging, because of the grid based method of AutoDock, against methods based on
surface area calculations. So for ∆Gsol linear regression was used to calibrate the function against a set of different
ligand-protein complexes with published binding constants, sufficient to rank inhibitors with millimolar, micromolar
and nanomolar binding constants. The equation includes five terms:
∆G = ∆GvdWΣ(Aij/r12ij–Bij/r6ij) + ∆GhbondΣE(t)(Cij/r12ij-Dij/r10ij+Ehbond) + ∆GelecΣqiqj/ε(rij)rij + ∆GtorNtor + ∆GsolΣSiVje(-r2ij/2σ2)
Empirical regression-based scoring functions estimate the bonding affinity protein-ligand complexes by adding up
interaction terms derived from weighted structural parameters of the complexes, assigned by regression methods, as free
energy contributions from interactions like hydrogen bonding, ionic interactions, hydrophobic interactions and entropic
contributions. A major drawback of any regression scoring function is the dependence on the size, composition and
generality of the training set used to derive the weights and the implicit assumption that each occurrence of a particular
interaction contributes equivalently, with a consequently overstimation of polar interactions to non polar ones. The firstprinciple-based approaches approximate the binding free energy of protein-ligand complexes by adding up the
individual contributions of different types of interaction: the individual terms are derived from physico-chemical theory
and are not determined by fitting experimental affinities. In most cases, gas-phase molecular mechanical energies are
combined with solvation free energies and vibrational, rotational and translational entropies.
For the analysis of Inverse Docking the web-based tool was used: TarFisDock (Target Fishing Dock), available online
at http://www.dddc.ac.cn/tarfisdock/ [107]. This web-based tool uses the DOCK4.0 program to execute both the
simulations of docking and scoring function, in order to calculate the energetic interactions. Dock employs the creation
of a negative image of a target site; placement of the putative “ligands” into the site; evaluates the quality of fit. To the
creation of a negative image of the target or putative site, Dock characterizes the entire surface of the molecule with
Connolli method. Each site is filled with overlapping spheres. For the placement of the ligand into the site, the Dock
algorithm, (a first principles methods) using van der Walls and Coulumb terms of force field.
Dock is a descriptor matching program, i.e. its analyzes the receptor for regions of similar complementarity: ligand
atoms are placed at the “best” positions in the site, generating a ligand-receptor configuration that had to be refined by
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optimization. This method is rarely exhaustive, it is sensitive to the quality of the negative image and has a limited
conformational exploration but it is fast and it can be used for a particular region of the receptor site.

4.2 Docking Protocol

This study used two main sequential approaches: an Inverse Docking and a Direct Docking procedure. Inverse Docking
is useful for the identification of the potential target proteins types involved in the Bisphenol A interaction. Direct
Docking explores punctually the conformation of binding of a protein and a ligand.
The molecular structure of BPA in mol2 format has been obtained using Omega (OpenEye Scientific Software), (see
Chap. 4.2.1).
In order to research the potential binding proteins of the xenobiotic BPA, the web-based tool TarFisDock was used
(Target Fishing Dock) [107].
TarFisDock takes the BPA molecule in mol2 format, dockeing the ligand into the protein targets PDTD (Potential Drug
Target Database), and outputs the 10% candidates ranked by the energy score, including their binding conformations
and a table of the related target information. The web-based tool uses the DOCK4.0 program to execute both the
simulations of docking and scoring function, in order to calculate the energetic interactions.
For Direct Docking simulations each PDB protein crystal structure (downloaded from the Protein Data Bank web site)
was refined by PyMOL Viewer program: the chain of interest was selected and ligands and water were removed. The
Autodock Tools (ADT) script preplig was used to convert the mol2/pdb and the pdb protein molecules format to the
pdbqt format by adding Gasteiger charges, adding all hydrogens and assigning ligand flexibility.
All data is processed with the same Docking parameters:

Number of GA Runs: 100
Population Size: 250
Maximum Number of Evals: 25000000

With the same Grid Box of 60-66-54 points, spaces around the binding site and with 0,375 Å of spacing.
The default parameters were appropriate to reproduce the X-ray ligand pose with an RMSD value lower than 2.0 Å.
All other parameters are settled as default in Autodock Tools.
Docking simulation were run on a Linux Cluster of 32 nodes, each SuperMicro equipped of two processors: the
2.50Ghz INTEL(R) Quad-core and the 16GB Xeon(R), for a 256 total processors and 512 GB of RAM. The cluster has
a furniture of 20TB disk and is interconnected with the Infiniband 4X network. For the Audock implementation data,
employed with the maximum advising input parameters, a few hours could be required.

4.2.1 Conformations Generations, [117].

To generate the ligand tridimentional structures as imput mol/pdb files for the docking and redocking simulations the
Omega program is used. For all analysis obtained with Omega the conformations are compared with the docking of the
cocrystallized pdb imput file, in order to validate the method.
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The Omega software package, (from OpenEye Scientific Software), generates multi-conformer 3D structures. The
multi-conformers structures for a xenobiotic; the inhibitors or a natural ligand are generated in order to move away from
the crystallographic ones, maintaining the chirals centres.
The initial conformation of the ligand is more important for Autodock than Dock programs in relation to the Ligand
Flexibility Algorithms. Dock 4.0 uses Incremental Construction Algorithm (i.e. a systematic algorithm), based on steric
complementarity: there are rigid and flexible regions for the ligand. The flexible parts grow incrementally degree of
freedom by degree of freedom and when the molecule is complete, it's reminimized.
Autodock 4.0 uses stochastic methods to find the global energy minimum by LGA to improve convergence for ligands
with more than eight rotable bonds as seen. Omega has two main structures: the model binding and the torsion driving.
The 2D input molecule is fragmented at exocyclic sigma bonds and carbon to heteroatom acyclic (but not exocyclic)
sigma bonds. The conformations for these fragments are retrieved from a pregenerated library “makefraglib” or created
using the distance rules followed by a geometric optimization protocol of “makefraglib”. At last the molecule is
assembled by a simple vector since fragment points are along the sigma bonds. Omega generates additional model
enumerating ring conformations (obtained from makefraglib) and invertible nitrogen atoms.
So the “Flipper” utility enumerates defined unspecific stereochemistry (considering that for each atom/bond with a
stereochemical state there are 2N stereoisomers – R/S; Cis/Trans), by graph algorithms to determine which atoms are
stereocentres and generates configurations. For our need we had to compare the stereochemistry of the biological active
molecule (cocrystallographic inhibitors or natural ligand) and choose the appropriate configuration to improve the
conformation molecules. Omega2 in fact starts from the configuration and generates, with the fraglib ausiliary, all the
possible conformations, ordering them by Energy level.
In this work the bad energy and the best energy state has been taken conforming to a date inhibitor, as it will be seen
later, but all the conformations had to be considered as equal starting point for the automated molecular docking
simulations.

4.3 Analysis Results.

It is known that BPA interferes with the endocrine system binding itself to some nuclear receptors like the α and β
estrogen receptors and androgen receptor [68]. Also it is cocrystallized with the Estrogen Related Receptor γ (ERR γ).
We lack information about the interaction BPA-protein, pertaining to the molecular pathways involved and known in the
literature, because the biological mechanisms of action involved, at molecular level, are still unknown..
The molecular docking simulations are a useful analysis to identify the potential protein targets and the interaction of a
complex for a given ligand.
From potential binding proteins of BPA, screened from potential drug target database (PDTD), using the reverse
molecular docking approach TarFisDock, the human and mammal proteins were selected for this study. The Kegg
database interrogation provided the determination of the involved metabolic pathway for the resulting proteins.
Among the found potential targets from reverse docking simulation, there were those referring to coagulation pathway,
xenobiotics metabolism by cytochrome P450, MAP kinase and neoplastic disease. The target proteins show an energetic
interaction range with BPA from -27.0 kcal/mol to -35,0 kcal/mol. The proteins involved in the coagulation cascade are:
the thrombin, present many times with the human PDB entry 1AE8, 1BMM, 1DWC and the bovine 1ETT; the porcine
factor IX, (PDB entry 1PFX) and the human factor X, (PBD entry 1XKA). The three proteins target belonging to the
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serine proteases family have a catalytic domain structurally similar and bind BPA in the active site pocket with a
interaction energies between -27,0 and -29,0 kcal/mol. The obtained results could be linked with the literature data that
associated BPA with cardiovascular disturbs (coronary heart disease, heart attack, angina) [68].
The monoxygenase Cytochrome P450 2C9 is an enzyme that recognizes and metabolizes various environmental and
polluting compounds, including BPA. CYP2C9 and CYP2C18 exhibited the highest affinity (Km=3.9 µM) for BPA
metabolism [108]. TarFisDock characterizes the PDB Entry 1OG5, involved in the metabolism of xenobiotics by
cytocrome P450. The complex shows a binding energy of -27,12 Kcal/mol.
Two human enzymes belonging to the hydrolase’s class, Raps-related protein, Rap-1A, and the Kinesin-related motor
protein, EG5, have been identified with PDB entry 1C1Y and 2FKY. The Raps-related protein, Rap-1, modulates the
interaction between the RAS/RAF proteins involved in the MAPK kinase pathway, turned to the expression of genes
involved in the cellular division. BPA binds RAP1A protein interfering with the RAS/RAF pathway.
Kinesin-related motor protein EG5 uses ATP hydrolysis to generate force and movement along the microtubules and
turns out implied in the cellular division. BPA bound the inhibitor-binding pocket interfering with the cellular division.
The result supported the immunofluorescence studies about the spindle aberrations induced by Bisphenol A [109].
The Tarfisdock entries, covering 841 known and potential drug targets with structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB),
could not be comprehensive. The database could be enriched in particular by human proteins to identify the potential
binding targets in-silico.

4.3.1 Investigation of the interaction between Bisphenol A and the Coagulation Pathway Proteins.

From the identified target proteins, the punctual BPA investigations were monitored on the Serine Protease alpha
Thrombin and the Blood Factor Xa because of the multiple different proteins and same molecules cocrystallized with
different inhibitors obtained from TarfisDock outputs. Moreover it is known in literature that Bisphenol A favours the
coagulation and other cardiovascular disorders, [68]. TarfisDock selected as site of binding for BPA, the Heavy chain of
each protein structure. The modelling of this chain is employed by PyMOL: H chain for the 1dwc and 1ae8 PDB entry,
and C chain for the 1xka entry.
In general the Serine proteinases are a group of enzymes that hydrolyze peptide bonds in proteins for a variety of
different functions such as food digestion; the cleavage of signal peptides and the control of blood pressure and blood
clotting. These molecules have four features in the active site:
−

the catalytic triade consists of Asp102; His57 and Ser195 for the formation of the covalent transition state;

−

the Oxyanion Hole for the stabilization of the transition state Residues 192, 193, 194;

−

a Specific Pocket, Residues number 189; 216; 226, and a Non Specific Pocket region, Residues 215; 227
for the binding of the ligand.

The members of the chymotrypsine superfamily (chymotrypsine; trypsine; elastase) have the same type of specific
pocket. The Thrombin and Factor Xa maintain the specific pocket of the trypsine (Gly 226; Asp 189 and Gly 216),
[114, 115].
Comparative studies of molecular-structural graphic of the Serine Protease alpha Thrombin 1ae8 and 1dwc showed that
there are some different orientations of the pocket residues, in particular for the Oxianion Hole. In fig.79 and 80 the
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Connelli Surface was implemented for the two molecules: the cyan molecular surface represented the catalytic triade;
the yellow accessible area, the Hoxianion Hole; the green portion, the Specific Binding Pocket and the Orange, the Non
Specific Binding Pocket. The overlapping of the Surface Molecule for the two Serine Protease alpha Thrombin, (fig.79c) and the Connelli surface of the Blood Factor Xa (PDB entry 1xka), underlined the conformation pocket differences,
[116].

(a) 1ae8

(b) 1dwc

(c) 1ae8-1dwc

Fig.79 – In order from the left, The Binding Pocket Structure respectively, the 1ae8 and 1dwc Serine Protease alpha
Thrombin and their overlap: the cyan portion of surface is referable to the catalytic triade; the yellow surface to the
Oxyanion Hole; the green to the Specific Pocket and the orange to the Non Specific Pocket.

Fig.80 - The Binding Pocket Structure for the 1xka Blood Factor Xa. The cyan portion of surface is referable to the
catalytic triade; the yellow surface to the Oxyanion Hole; the green to the Specific Pocket and the orange to the Non
Specific Pocket.

Each single situation was analyzed with stick representations shown in fig.81 for the Thrombin. In fig.82, the two
crystal structures 1ae8 and 1dwc have some conformational differences located respectively in Catalytic Triade for the
residue 195 SER; the Oxyanion Hole 192 GLU; and the Specific Pocket for the 216 GLY.
The differences in the binding pocket are noted for the Thrombin and the Xa factor: only two residues change: the
ILE227 residue in the Thrombin Non Specific Pocket becomes the PHE227 in the Xa factor and the GLN192 of the
Oxyanion Hole becomes a GLU192, (fig.83).
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SER195
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Fig.81 - The Binding Pocket Structure for the Serine Protease alpha Thrombin: the catalytic triade coloured in cyan
(HIS57; ASP102; SER195); the Oxyanion Hole coloured in yellow (GLN192; GLY193; ASP194); the Nonspecific
Substrate Binding Region coloured in orange (TRP215; PHE227); the Substrate Specificity Pocket coloured in green
(ASP189; GLY216; GLY226), [116].

Fig.82 - The Binding Pocket Structure for the Serine Protease alpha Thrombin: the Catalytic Triade coloured in cyan
for the 1dwc PDB entry and blue for the 1ae8 PDB entry; the Oxyanion Hole coloured in yellow for the 1dwc and pale
yellow for the 1ae8; the Nonspecific Substrate Binding Region coloured in orange; the Substrate Specificity Pocket
coloured in green for the 1dwc and pale green for the 1ae8, [116].
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GLN192

ILE227

Fig.83 - Conformation pocket of the Blood Factor Xa with the noted structural differences from the Thrombin (the
orange residue ILE227 and the yellow GLN192), [116].

The treated graphic studies could be important for the analysis of the BPA binding mode obtained from molecular
docking.
The first PDB entry considered is 1dwc, a thrombin cocrystallized with the MIT inhibitor, Argatroban [Md-805;
mitsubishi inhibitor] with chemical formula: C23H36N6O5S. The second PDB entry for the Thrombin 1ae8,
cocrystallized with the AZL inhibitor, the oligopeptide ASP-PHE-GLU-GLU-ILE-PRO-GLU-GLU-TYS-LEU - Osulfo-l-tyrosine with the chemical formula: C9H11NO6S. At last the 1xka has been tested, the PDB entry for the Blood
Coagulation Factor Xa. Its synthetic inhibitor is the 4PP (2s)-(3'-amidino-3-biphenyl)-5-(4-pyridylamino) pentanoic
acid with chemical formula: C23H24N4O2, [116].

4.3.2 Redocking.

A docking analysis protocol could not be tested in accuracy and reproducibility by a simple evaluation of the RMSD
between the cocrystallized ligand conformations. In fact the results of docking simulation depend heavily on the input
of the ligand 3D structure. Feher and Williams, 2009 demonstrated how it could be used a conformational research or
molecular dynamics simulation on ligand preceding the docking, [113].
For the evaluation of the choice conformations for redocking the AZL was used because of its nature like oligopeptide,
the more complex structure to be docked. First the configurations were generated with Flipper: AZL has two chiral
centres, so the software generates four molecules. From the comparison of the first chiral centre two possible molecules
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have been selected (first chirality center of the cocrystallized ligand); from the second only the structure was selected
corresponding to the second cocrystallized stereocenters, [116]:

CCOC(=O)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@H] 2C(=O)NNCCCCN

Cocrystallized AZL

CCOC(=O)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_1

CCOC(=O)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_2

CCOC(=O)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_3

CCOC(=O)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_4

First selection
CCOC(=O)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_2

CCOC(=O)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_4

Second Selection
CCOC(=O)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(=O)N2CCC[C@H]2C(=O)NNCCCCN

flipper_4

The final selected configuration (flipper_4) was given as an ism file to the Omega program that has generated 177
conformations ordering them by internal free energy: for the redocking demonstration the first energetically favoured
configuration (Flipper_4; Omega_1) and the last (Flipper_4; Omega_177) were considered and processed. The
autodock program ranked the best energy conformation obtained by RMSD scores: in a same cluster the molecules that
differ in structure from each other less than 2 Å could be found. The most populated clusters are those that contain
many conformations. For Flipper_4; Omega_1 and Flipper_4; Omega_177 the docking simulations are shown in tab.36
For each Autodock dlg file the most populated cluster with the lowest energy binding mode was chosen.
The free binding energy of omega-conformations-thrombin complexes is in both cases, even for 1 Kcal/mol, better that
the cocrystallized-thrombin complex.
In fig.84 the three conformations of interest are shown: the AZL for the 4-1 conformation; the AZL in the 4-177
conformation and the crystallized conformation: as it could be seen even the synthetic inhibitor is an oligopeptide, i.e. a
big structure, in general difficult to dock with a good accuracy, the RMSD are respectively 1,4834 Å; 1.5740 Å if
compared with the crystal and 0.5704 Å for the two omega-generated conformations. The RMSD reported are under the
2 Å of accepted error from Autodock4.0 standard parameter.
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PDB Entry

Ligand

1ae8
AZL

1ae8 Omega
Conformations
4-1

4-177

96

39

3

35

15

18

-8.01

-9.28

-9.00

1.35

0.16

0.25

-10.78

-11.01

-10.52

a-vdW+Hbond+desolv Energy

-9.65

-10.72

-10.32

b-Electrostatic Energy

-1.13

-0.29

-0.20

2-Internal Energy

-1.47

-2.11

-2.31

3-Torsional Free Energy

+3.29

+3.57

+3.57

4-Unbound System’s Energy

-0.95

-0.27

-0.26

Redocking

Run
Number of Conformations in
cluster
Estimated Free Energy of Binding
(kcal/mol)-(1+2+3+4)
Estimated Inhibition Constant, ki
(298,15K) µM
1-Intermolecular Energy (a+b)

Tab.36 - The docking results for the redocking of AZL with the crystallographic structure and with the Omega
conformation, compared with the best cluster for the Bisphenol A.

Fig.84 - Redocking results: the AZL crystal is the pink molecule; the best Autodock4.0 binding modes for 4-1 AZL
conformation is the cyan inhibitor and the 4-177 AZL Autodock4.0 conformation is the yellow ones, [116].

4.3.3 Binding Mode between BPA and the Serine Protease Alpha Thrombin and the Blood Factor Xa.

The conformations for Bisphenol A generated with Omega are two, called BPA-1 and BPA-2. Each xenobiotic
Conformer is docked with the proteintarget and compared with the best score of the synthetic inhibitor crystal.
The Free Energy of Binding are higher in any case for the Bisphenol A, but only compared with MIT the xenobiotic
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has an energy higher than 2 Kcal/mol, the fixed accepted calculation error, fig.37.
Even the estimated Inhibition Constant suggests that BPA has a lower affinity for the proteins tested, but if we
consider that a synthetic inhibitor has an affinity higher than the natural ligand, it could be concluded that BPA has a
good affinity with these proteins as the TarfisDock scores suggest.

PDB Entry

1dwc

1ae8

1xka

Ligand

MIT

BPA-1

BPA-2

AZL

BPA-1

BPA-2

4PP

BPA-1

Run

71

11

36

96

8

75

17

60

6

93

80

35

75

85

80

100

-9.80

-6.71

-6.70

-8.01

-6.07

-6.07

-8.95

-6.82

0.07

12.14

12.24

1.35

35.59

35.53

0.27

9.99

-10.78

-7.97

-7.94

-10.78

-7.24

-7.26

-11.23

-7.96

-9.47

-7.72

-7.69

-9.65

-6.83

-6.85

-10.81

-7.77

Number of Conformations
in cluster
Estimated Free Energy of
Binding (kcal/mol)
(1+2+3+4)
Estimated Inhibition
Constant, ki (298,15K) µM
1-Intermolecular Energy
(a+b)
a-vdW+Hbond+desolv
Energy
b-Electrostatic Energy

-1.32

-0.25

-0.25

-1.13

-0.41

-0.41

-0.41

-0.18

2-Internal Energy

-2.70

-0.28

-0.31

-1.47

-0.37

-0.36

-0.43

-0.41

3-Torsional Free Energy

+2.47

+1.10

+1.10

+3.29

+1.10

+1.10

+2.47

+1.10

-1.21

-0.45

-0.45

-0.95

-0.45

-0.45

-0.24

-0.45

4-Unbound System’s
Energy

Tab.37 - Analysis results for the Serine Protease alpha Thrombin and Blood Factor Xa with their inhibitor and the BPA.

For each result the protein residues interaction is located for both the Pollutants and the synthetic inhibitors ligands.
In fig.85 the overlap of BPA on the inhibitor binding mode in the Serine Protease alpha Thrombin is shown, 1dwc PDB
entry. The xenobiotic bonds with the residues of the Specific Binding Site like MIT.
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Fig.85 - Interactions between BPA and co-crystallized MIT with the Binding Pocket of the Serine Protease alpha
Thrombin 1dwc.

The same types of interactions are visualized in fig.86 where the hydrogen bonds between the ligand and the protein
target are measured. The Bisphenol A forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone of the 216GLY and 226GLY of the
Specific Binding Pocket. In fig.86 the ligand molecules present two colours because the two conformations of BPA, (1
and 2) are completely overlapped.

Fig.86 - The BPA interactions with the Serine Protease alpha Thombin Glycine of the Specific Binding Pocket.

Even for the second Thrombin considered PDB entry 1ae8 the Bisphenol A bonds in the deep pocket binding, as it
could be seen in fig.87, and the binding omega-conformations overlap the co crystallized AZL inhibitors. The two
pollutants conformations BPA-1 and BPA-2 overlap as in the previous case.
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Fig.87 - The Binding Mode of Bisphenol A and AZL with the Serine Protease alpha Thrombin 1ae8 PDB entry.

Also in these cases a hydrogen bond is involved with 189 Glycine of the Specific Binding Pocket, see fig.88, and the
second hydroxyl of BPA forms hydrogen bonds with the 57 Histidine ring of the Catalytic Triade.

Fig.88 - Interactions between Bisphenol A and the Bisphenol A and AZL active site residues with the Serine Protease
alpha Thrombin 1ae8 PDB entry .
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In Factor Xa Binding Pocket, the omega-conformations of the xenobiotic interact with the Glycine 216 of the Specific
Binding Pocket and external residues to the four binding features pockets. The Autodock results are explained by the
overlapping of the BPA ligand with the 4PP inhibitor, fig.89.
The biphenylamidine group of the 4PP interacts with the Specific binding Pocket, while the pyridine ring is totally
overlapped with the Bisphenol A, in a near active site, fig.90.

Fig.89 - Interaction between the Bisphenol A and the Specific Binding Pocket of the Blood Factor Xa.

Fig.90 - Overlap of the 4PP inhibitor crystal pose and the docking best score result for the BPA.
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At last the xenobiotic Bisphenol A has a good binding affinity with the Blood Serine Proteases involved in the
coagulation cascade pathway. The free energy of binding and the inhibition constant are comparable with the co
crystallized synthetic inhibitors.
The procedure of docking and of preparation of ligand result accurate and the data is reproducible.
In general, the results of this study suggest that it is possible to explore in silica the Bisphenol A targets proteins and
localize its binding interactions by means of the docking procedure,.
In order to explain the Bisphenol A biological function, the docking simulations allowed supplying predicted results
about the involved mechanisms of action, correlated to the xenobiotic toxicity, widely documented in literature [68,
75, 97, 107-110].
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions.
Three main researches have been employed for the implementation of a protocol analysis for the characterization and
quantification of the lignin fraction in the particulate matter at the concentration matrix level; the implementation of
different methods of analysis of the toxic interesting pollutants, Oxy-PAHs; Nitro-PAHs and the Bisphenol A, that
together with the large set of performed analysis, allowed the characterization of some PM fractions in relation with
Indoor and Outdoor concentrations, human exposure and Urban – Rural – Remote sites composition. At last an in silica
method was developed for the research of the proteins involved in the interaction with the pollutants of interest,
optimized on Bisphenol A because of its history and recent interaction study with the Nuclear Receptors. From the
involved pathway the Blood Serine Proteases are used to test the accuracy and reproducibility of obtained Autodock4.0
and Dock4.0 data. The method results useful for research on the biological mechanism of action in relation with both
matrix concentrations and in vivo and in vitro studies. The data predicted will be confirmed by NMR analysis. The
newest docking program gives more and more reproducible data, accurate and empirically shaped on the domain
problem, at last the experimental data had to confirm or not confirm the predictions.
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